Abstract: Nowadays, structural health monitoring is the area of a great interest of continuing research aiming at establishing a reliable condition monitoring strategy of civil engineering infrastructure. Such finding will allow moving from the schedule-based inspection policy to condition-based policy. This study is dedicated to identify the damage in reinforced concrete beams by using only frequency domain vibration measurements. In the meantime, statistical pattern recognition model was tested through the course of this research. A transmissibility-based damage detection and classification system was proposed. Subsequently, the measure distance of the spectra envelope (COSH) was suggested as classification tool. The proposed method was examined on datasets from numerical beam model and experimental measurements from 2.0m reinforced concrete beam. For the two models, the results of the proposed approach proved effective and managed to detect various levels of defects, and classify the defects according to their size. Having processed response signals to detect and classify state conditions, the devised approach is relevant to use in embedded online structural health monitoring.
Introduction
Civil engineering infrastructure owners, users, consultants and contractors are of serious anxiety of the limited reliability of the onerous visual inspection and other nondestructive testing (NDT) systems. The increased number of aged and sophisticated structures has clearly made the failure of current NDT tools undeniable. Conversely, researchers over the last four decades have opted for examining and adapting the vibration-based methods to monitoring and assessing of civil infrastructures. Even with the presence of the experimental errors, measurements from these methods give a more reliable representation for a tested structure compared with the simulated analytical model [1] . In spite of the great level of research that the vibration-based monitoring systems witnessed, a vigorous approach of indicating an abnormal condition of a structure has yet to be developed and widely applied [2.] Modal testing is the most common method in vibration testing techniques. By carrying out the experimental modal analysis (EMA) of a structure, the frequency response function (FRF) can be obtained, and modal parameters, such as resonance frequency, modal damping, mode shapes, and their combinations can be extracted. This will make possible the construction of different damage indicators [3] . Nonetheless, model-based analysis methods that use modal parameters are computationally tedious, lengthy and they are unfeasible to exploit in online real-time monitoring [4] . The human ability to evaluate abundant instantaneous amounts of data is extremely limited; therefore, statistical pattern recognition (SPR) techniques need to be introduced into the business. The procedure scrutinises the incoming data and informs the operator of unusual events [4] . On the whole, the subject of structural health monitoring (SHM) has been studied as SPR application by researchers since the beginning of the last decade. As a replacement or supplement to the model-based methods, a number of researchers from the National Laboratory in Los Alamos have recommended a new approach of four-part paradigm for an effective damage identification; namely operational evaluation, data acquisition and data cleansing, feature extraction and statistical modelling [5, 6] .
Modal testing is also conducted on structures in real operational conditions, within which the excitation will be very difficult or even impossible to be measured. Operational modal analysis (OMA) uses the response signals only to extract the structural dynamic parameters in order to assess the structural states. The emerging of the real-time OMA has motivated the subject of SHM paradigm of civil engineering infrastructure. SHM is rather a new model for monitoring of civil infrastructure, where it has been significantly developed in the last two decades in both academic research and applications. This area has witnessed a speeding up of development in the sensing technology, data mining, system identification, and condition assessment [7 .] In real engineering applications, motivated by solving the difficulty in capturing the excitation, in the middle of 1980s, transmissibility functions (TFs) was raised [3] . Instead of considering the input and output signals of the structural system, transmissibility concentrates only on the outputs. That is, it exploits the interrelation of two outputs of the structure in order to make a connection with the structural dynamic characteristic.
The main part of the acknowledged literature that uses transmissibility functions was being accentuated on concentrated faults [3, 8, 9 and 10] . Therefore, this paper makes a visit to the problem of damage detection and quantification in a reinforced concrete (RC) beam modeled with progressive damage scenario. The study aims at validating the TFs as damage sensitive features in real concrete elements where the nonlinear behavior is significant and faults broaden over distinct length. The advantage of implementing these features is that they use only responses of the structure and as a result can give identification even if the ambient excitation is unknown [11] . Amid the struggling of damage identification industry in finding a reliable feature for the damage identification using raw dynamic datasets, TF appears as a recognized parameter to do the job.
The structure of this paper is outlined as follows: the following two sections submit a brief description of the relevant approach. Section 4 of the paper discusses a numerical simulation as a case study. In section 5, the suggested approach is tested against experimental measurements of civil engineering interest.
Vibration Transmissibility Function
The transmissibility can be defined as the non-dimensional quantity that at each frequency computes how much disturbance has overtaken from the source to the receiver through the transmission path [12] . According to Dynamic Testing Agency (DTA) of UK [13] , transmissibility is defined as:
"
The non-dimensional ratio of response amplitude of a system in steady state forced vibration to the excitation amplitude. This ratio can be expressed in term of forces, displacements, velocities or accelerations."
Ewins [14] defined the transmissibility of vibration as the ratio between the response levels at two points, say j and k, due to a single excitation, say at degree of freedom (DOF) i. Following these definitions, the transmissibility can be written as:
Where: H ji (ω) and H ki (ω) are FRFs corresponding to the responses at points j and k, respectively, due to an excitation at DOF i, and H represents the FRF.
Based on the above definition, transmissibility can be regarded as a quantity that indicates the ratio of vibration levels between two points on the structure. FRF relationship for a linear structure in the frequency domain can be expressed as [15] :
Where: F(ω) and X(ω) are the input (force) frequency spectrum and output (response) frequency spectrum, respectively. The sampled digital signals are transferred to the frequency components using Fourier transform (Fourier series) in order to calculate the complex Fourier components of the signals. Therefore, the transmissibility function between two points will be:
However, the direct transmissibility can be estimated using two response signals without passing through the calculations of FRF as:
Where: S kk and S jk are the auto spectra and cross spectra of the output signals, respectively.
Novelty Detection Approach
The detection analysis of the transmissibility function is only a qualitative means of discrimination features for different structural conditions. Thus, there is a necessity to set threshold values for the basic reference measurements that can be exploited to evaluate/compare if statistically significant changes have occurred in the new set the ambiguous measurements. Novelty detection approaches are typically exploited for this purpose. One of the straight and easiest ways to achieve that is to obtain the amount of difference between discrete spectral distances from various transmissibility functions. The adjustment of the symmetrical Itakura-Saito discrete spectral distance defined as COSH distance gives a complete estimate of the difference between two discrete spectral envelopes [16] . Trendafilova and other outstanding researchers have adapted Itakura-Saito spectral distance to use with FRF, whereas the author herein suggests using the same formula for transmissibility function. The new version of the COSH spectral distance can be expressed as:
Where: n is the frequency points. T(ω) is the transmissibility function from specific record of the baseline state condition. ̅ (ω) is the identical transmissibility function for the same record, but from the suspected new condition. On the one hand, for two spectra from same DOF for the same condition, COSH distance is entirely very close to zero. On the other hand, the higher the damage is in the beam, the larger the COSH measure will be, consequently, COSH distance will move away from zero.
The summation of the COSH distances over all the DOFs along the whole beam provides a global record to assess the differences between spectra from the intact reference condition and ambiguous state condition. This measure can be written as [16] :
Note that m represents the total number of DOFs, also with recorded averages for each particular FRF. Once more, in (6) is changed in this study to apply with the transmissibilities.
Numerical Verification

Model Description
As a verification test, this study adopts a freely supported model for a concrete beam of 2.0m length as a practical case study. Fig.1 shows the theoretical beam model used to generate the vibration data for different damage steps. The dimensions and the crosssection of the beam with the analysis details are shown in the Fig.1 . The beam is modelled with 22 Bernoulli beam elements. The total mass of the beam is 57kg, which results in a density of the RC beam of ρ=2270kg/m 3 . Additionally, the dynamic modulus of elasticity of the beam model is taken as E c =27.5GPa. For the intact reference state condition, the section dimensions of details shown in Fig.1 are employed in order to determine the gross moment of inertia. The effect of supporting chords was added by assuming an insignificant suspension stiffness of 1.0N/m to make sure stable condition problem. Through each damage status, a new stiffness matrix is generated based on the linear stiffness decrement given in Table 1 .
Effect of Damage on Frequency Response Function FRF
One of the direct and simplest methods to detect the existence of the nonlinearity of a concrete structure, prevailing as cracks, relies on the raw FRF measurements. It was noted that a clear difference between the shapes of a drive point FRF (1, 1) measurement for a beam in different damage stages could provide a useful estimation of the degree of damage. The effect of damage development on the shape of drive point measurement for beam example is shown in Fig.2 . As can be noted from this figure, there are clear shifts in resonance and anti-resonance to the left with the progress of damage. The shift in resonance becomes higher n the higher modes. 
Damage status
Damage description D0 healthy (intact) status D1 50% reduction of stiffness in elements 1,2 D2 50% reduction of stiffness in elements 3,4 D3
10% reduction of stiffness in elements 5,6 D4 25% reduction of stiffness in elements 5,6 D5 50% reduction of stiffness in elements 5,6 D6 75% reduction of stiffness in elements 5,6
Figure 2. Frequency response functions FRF(1, 1) for different damage levels.
Effect of Damage on Transmissibility Functions
Transmissibility function as defined by (1) and (4) can be drawn between any two nodes' responses. Nonetheless, the results could be quite different. Therefore, to choose transmissibility is none an easy task that it influences the potential results significantly. In this study of the simple structure, all the transmissibilities can be plotted and analyzed afterward. Some prominent transmissibilities are calculated and plotted for different simulated defects. Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the transmissibility between the vertical displacements of node 6 (midspan) and node 1 (end point) TF(6,1) for various damage scenarios, given in Table 1 . From Fig.3 and Fig.4 , one can notice shifts in peaks of the resonance and anti-resonance frequencies, which can be utilized to detect the damage and its severity. The shift becomes higher for higher frequency and for severe damage. On the other hand, the damage is unnoticeable from the shift in the first frequency, for the small damage, and for damage between adjacent zones (D1 and D2), as shown in Fig.4 . Fig.5 shows the results of COSH distance for beam model of the verification example, which was estimated as given in (5) and (6) . In this case, the distances were obtained by comparing the transmissibility envelopes of all degrees of freedom (DOFs) and DOF 1, TF (all DOFs, 1), for each underlying damage case with the reference transmissibility spectra from the intact condition, as a reference data. The spectrum was collected from nodes 6 and 1 over the beam with the number of data points (n) considered in estimating the error between spectra from two different cases is (1100) points, cover frequency range of the transmissibility function of (1100Hz). The comparison reveals increases in the distance with the progress of deterioration. Most importantly, the damage level is reasonably quantified through COSH distance as shown in Fig.5 . The higher the damage is introduced, the greater is the mean of COSH distance. The degree of damage is consistently arranged according to its significance. Once again, the COSH distance will be remarkably advantageous when it applied to the transmissibilities. The results of COSH distance for TF (all DOFs,1), as given in (5), and the mean of COSH distance for all the transmissibilities of the beam, as in (6) 
Experimental Verification
Test Beam
With the intention of examine the applicability of the proposed procedure on real life applications; a RC beam of the same properties given in Fig.1 was tested in freely support condition using EMA. In this test, the beam was suspended by two lightweight soft bungee cords attached at 0.23L (0.46m) from each end. Three accelerometers were fixed starting from the one end at distances of 0.2m apart, as given in Fig.6 . After that, the three accelerometers were repositioned at three new positions so as to cover the entire length of the beam with a total of 11 measurement points. During the modal test, the beam was hit by a hammer and the accelerations were recorded normal to the direction of the elastic bungees. The acceleration response measurements were collected by using DeltaTron ® 4514 accelerometers with sensitivities of 9.86mV/g and a frequency range is in the range 1-10 kHz. The dynamic force was generated by using the DeltaTron ® type 8208 impact hammer with a sensitivity of 0.22mV/N containing frequency components up to 1100Hz. This study employed four-channel conditioning amplifier module NEXUS TM type 2690 whereby the input and output signals were simultaneously amplified and filtered, Fig.6 . In this modal testing, the first four modes were only covered with the current exciter. The force and response signals were captured for the entire beam sample on 11 positions using a four-channel data acquisition card with 4100 samples, taken at a rate of 8180 samples per second.
The experimental analyses of this beam case study of this research as well as the modal analyses results represent some outcomes of the author's PhD thesis [17] . 
Damage Set-Up
The experimental measurements were collected from 2.0m RC beam sample under seven consecutive loading conditions; explicitly intact, 3kN load, 6kN load, 10kN load, 13kN load, 15.5kN load and repaired beam. The test beam was subjected to two symmetrical point loads at 0.3m apart in order to create a four-point bending loading. The current testing display created a middle zone of evenly distributed defects due to the constant bending moment. The overall width distance between the supports of the universal machine was smaller than the length of the beam and equals 1.2m. Therefore, the span of the test beam was taken as 1.2m and an overhanging distance of 0.4m was left from each side. Then, the beam was subjected to five progressive load steps in the order given above in order to induce controlled levels of damage. At the end of each static load step, the beam was unloaded, and the simple supports were replaced by freefree supports to carry out EMA on a completely freely supported beam. At the final static loading step corresponding to15.5kN load when the beam became very fragile, the loading process was stopped, the cracking pattern thoroughly surveyed and the beam was tested then repaired. In the repair phase, the damaged area was strengthened by attaching a single layer of external carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP). Fig.7 shows the FRF (1, 1) , which is the response at end (1) of the beam when the excitation is at the same point (1), and its coherence function calculated from four group averages. As shown in Fig.7 , a strong agreement was also achieved between the experimental FRF and its corresponding numerical FRF, after considering dynamic modulus of elasticity and proportional damping in the Euler-Bernoulli beam model. 
Verification of Experimental Results
.Transmissibility Comparison
In order to demonstrate the advantage of using the TF to detect damage, Fig.8 shows a comparison of TF(6, 1) under four different damage conditions; namely intact, 3kN, 15.5kN and repaired beam. From Fig.8 several vital observations can be mesmerized. Firstly, the transmissibility clearly managed to discriminate between different states of damage in the beam. The discrimination manifested as a clear shifts to the left for the four peaks with the progress of damage. Secondly, the transmissibility captured the four modes of vibration, but the resonance frequencies were not as those of FRF. Thirdly, in the cases of heavily loaded (15.5) as well as the repaired beam, the beam tended to has less sharp resonance peaks compared to the intact and lightly loaded beam (3kN), suggesting again development of higher damping with the escalating damage. In contrast, TF for the severely damaged beam showed multiple secondary peaks, which started to propagate, for higher frequencies. These local ripples appeared as an evident of nonlinear characteristics developed in the beams due to the effect of cracks. 
COSH Distance
The scale of change in COSH distance results for the FRFs of the beam is illustrated in Fig.9 . The distances were computed using Equation 5 , and by comparing (44) spectral envelopes for each damage case with (44) spectra from the intact reference case. For more details, the (44) spectra of particular case were recorded from 11 positions over the beam with (4) reiterations for each specific position. The number of data points (observations) considered in estimating the error between spectra of two different cases is (500) points that represent frequency range of a transfer function of (1000Hz). In this illustration, the comparison exposes clear variation in COSH distance; the variation could be as big as 7 times when the deterioration progresses from intact to severe. Nevertheless, it is factual that the increase in COSH distance is not consistent for all records of DOFs for a specific case because this depends upon the length of the envelope under consideration. Also, the damage level can be discriminated through the mean of COSH distance over the DOFs, Equation 6 . The results of mean COSH distance from experimental test beam are shown in Fig.10 . The higher the damage is introduced, the greater is the mean of COSH distance. The degree of damage is consistently arranged according to its significance. Moreover, the effect of the repair done on the beam was noticeable by the mean value. The increase in the summation of all spectral distances with respect to the progressive damage was accurately and reasonably represented in Fig.10 . This quantity can be utilized as a parameter to raise concern on abnormal behavior, after the value bypasses the threshold put for the normal case. 
Conclusions
The study suggests using the transmissibility functions along with the COSH distance to detect, classify and discriminate between different levels of damage in RC beams.
The transmissibility function, as damage detection feature, has a significant advantage over the FRF as the first needs no effort to record the input excitation signatures. Feature sets from transmissibility data as a damage-sensitive parameter make SPR methods very fast and feasible to use in on-site or remote sensing SHM systems. The ability of the TF to detect low levels of damage in RC beams was verified using numerical simulation as well as real experimental data. The results showed credible ability in discrimination damage using the shift in frequency.
In the outlier detection context, the using of COSH distance and results of the mean COSH distance together with TF was proved successful in detecting the damage quantifiably, when a threshold value set to the intact reference datasets is crossed by likely damaged state. The extent of damage is consistently ordered by mean of COSH measurements according to its significance. 
